‘Ōiwi TV is pleased to announce a unique opportunity for students in UH Mānoa’s Academy for Creative Media (ACM) program to intern and train with our staff in our one-of-a-kind work. One position per semester will be made available to applicants who are interested in indigenous media, passionate about serving their community, and working in a culturally-grounded professional environment.

Candidates must submit the following items: Resume, cover letter explaining why you are a good investment for this opportunity, letter of recommendation(s). Please submit all documents in PDF to info@oiwi.tv. Please note that incomplete or late applications will not be considered. Once selected for the internship, the ACM student will need to register for ACM 495 for 3 credits. Direct inquiries to Anne Misawa amisawa@hawaii.edu.

**INTERNSHIP ASSIGNMENTS MAY INCLUDE:**

- **Pre-Production:** researching content (e.g., online, direct contacts in-person or by phone, etc.); pitching story ideas; helping to set and assist at meetings and discussions; coordinate scheduling and logistics; prepare pre-interviews and story pre-writes.
- **Production:** preparing for and conducting interviews; shooting video on multiple camera platforms; on-camera and voice talent work; assist on shoots on-location or in-studio with a range of production activities including setup to assisting other job functions (Director, Producer, Photographer, Audio Engineer, Grip).
- **Post-Production:** writing; editing; logging; archiving; title; graphics; music; rough-cut viewing; and final delivery via multiple deliverables and formats.

**DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE:**

- General understanding of and support for the Hawaiian language movement and the importance of Hawaiian Broadcast Media to normalizing Hawaiian language and perspective.
- The intern is expected to have a strong foundation in kuanaʻike Hawaiʻi (Hawaiian perspective) and the ability to discern the differences in writing and presenting Hawaiian and Western perspectives.
- Graduate of Hawaiian Medium high school or at least one year of college-level Hawaiian language instruction.
- Ability to meet deadlines and manage projects.
- Strong analytical and decision-making skills.
- Proficient oral and written communication skills in both Hawaiian and English.
- Adept with these computer applications – MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint); Final Cut Pro, Adobe Creative Suite or comparable NLE; working knowledge of computer databases.

**INTERNSHIP LOCATION:** ‘ŌIWI TV OFFICES, HONOLULU, HAWAIʻI

**INTERNSHIP REQUIREMENTS:** 150 HOURS FOR A 3-CREDIT ACM 495 INTERNSHIP
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